Year Group Expectations

Progression in Multiplication leading to a written

[Mental strategies additional to Progression.]

Objective
and strategy

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract

Year 1
Fluency -

Doubling

Mental/fluency –counting in multiples of 2,5,10 along our
fingers. Working out odd and even numbers.
Problems— 1 step problems using small quantities of concrete objects :begin to understand doubling numbers and
quantities. Make connections with number patterns and
counting in 2,5 and 10s.

Counting in
multiples
Year 2
Fluency –recall and use multiplication facts for 2,5,10 multiplication tables.. Recognising odd and even numbers.
Know that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any
When counting, say the objects after each group i.e
5 fingers,10 fingers,15 fingers etc it makes it easier to
answer a question such as, How many fingers?
How many hands?

order.
Written methodsCan solve a multiplication number sentence within the x tables
using correct signs.

Repeated
addition

Know that the first number is the number within the group and
the second is the number of groups.
Problems -Solving problems involving multiplication using materials, arrays repeated addition, mental methods and multiplication
facts including problems in contexts
Pre-scaling problems Eg draw a line twice as big linking to
Doubling.

2 is the number in the group
5 is the number of groups

Objective and
strategy
Arrays showing
communitive
multiplication

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract

Year 3
Fluency recall and use 3,4 and 8 multiplication facts
Fluency-Mental - Through doubling connect the 4 and 8 x facts.
Commutative law- if know 3x4 = 12 4 x3=12 Also division facts
can be derived for multiplication facts Develop efficient mental
methods using commutatively and associativity laws[ eg 4 x 12
x 5= 4 x 5 x 12 20 x 12= 240] Derive related facts from
known multiplication facts 30 x4= 120 120 divided by 3 = 4

Written calculations– multiplying 2 digit by 1 digit
x = signs and missing numbers Continue using a range of equations as in Year 2 but with appropriate numbers.

Grid method

Problems- solving problems deciding which operation to use.
These include measuring and scaling contexts.[eg-4x as high]
Correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to
m objects

Year 4
FluencyRecall and use all number multiplication facts Recognise
factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations
Mental- –use known and derived facts to multiply mentally
including x by 0 or 1; Multiplying together 3 numbers. Use
associative law [2x3]x4 =2x[3x4] Use distributive law splitting
into tens and units and x both or other groupings eg62 x 4 =
50x 4 + 12x4
Written calculations multiply 2 and 3 digit numbers by a 1 digit
number .
Problems -Solving problems involving multiplication and adding, Including using the distributive law,[eg- 3x 67 [3x 60] +
[3x7]] to multiply 2 digit numbers by 1 digit number, integar
scaling problems and harder correspondence problems such
as n objects are connected to m objects. Solve 2 step problems
in context, choosing the appropriate operation.

Objective
Concrete
and strategy
Column
method

Pictorial

Abstract

If ready ,link the grid method to
short method, showing where
the different parts come from.
Reminding children to use columns

Year 5
Fluency-– Recall and use all number multiplication facts Identify multiples and factors, including finding all factors pairs of a
number and common factors or two numbers. Establish whether
a number up to 100 is prime and recall prime numbers up to 19.
Mental -use known and derived facts to calculate multiplication
number sentences. [ factorizing] Multiply whole numbers and
those involving decimals by 10,100,1000 Use Squared and
cubed numbers
Written calculations-multiply up to 4 digit numbers by a 1 or 2
digit number.

When ready introduce compact

Introduce long
Multiplication, writing out each
calculation vertically– write x by
the side only if necessary.
Compare with grid
method.

Problems -olving problems involving multiplication and division
including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving
simple rates Solve problems involving all operations and combinations of these, including understanding the meaning of the
equal sign. Solve problems multiplication and division including
their knowledge of factors and multiples squares and cubes.

Year 6
Fluency -Recall and use all number multiplication facts Identify
common multiples , common factors and prime number.
Mental -use known and derived facts to calculate multiplication
number sentences- increasingly larger numbers [ factorizing]
Use Squared and cubed numbers
Written calculations—multiply multi digit number by 2 digit
numbers using formal written method.

Lead to a more compact
Method– carrying number underneath

Use their knowledge of order of operations to carry out
Calculations.
Problem s- Solving problems involving multiplication and division including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving
simple rates Solve problems involving all operations and combinations of these, including understanding the meaning of the
equal sign. Solve problems multiplication and division including
their knowledge of factors and multiples squares and cubes.

